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DefensePlacements Special Bulletin
Andrew Beccue Joins The Pinnacle Society
DefensePlacements is proud to announce that our very own Andrew Beccue has been
inducted into the elite recruiting group The Pinnacle Society. This highly prestigious honor is
reserved for only 75 of the top recruiters nationwide.
Here is what Andrew had to say about his induction:
"I am very thankful for having been given the opportunity to join The Pinnacle Society. It
is a privilege to build professional relationships with many of the best recruiters in
various industries and a great opportunity to learn from the best. In addition to being
highly successful, Pinnacle Society is a group of people that want to continually give
back by providing training, coaching, and public speaking at various events. I look
forward to working with the Pinnacle Society to elevate the recruiting industry, and raise
the standards by which we strive to operate in our personal and professional lives."
The Pinnacle Society represents the best of what the recruiting industry has to offer and that
is why it is no surprise that Andrew was invited to join the top 1% of recruiters in the nation.
DefensePlacements' President and Founder Ken Selzer added:
"During my many years in the recruitment industry, it has been my privilege to see
numerous outstanding recruiters. It is without hesitation that I can say that Andrew
Beccue is the 'best of the best.' I have observed Andrew closely for seven years....he
has the whole package. Customer service is always first....he listens....he is
flexible...and most importantly he delivers outstanding candidates in a short period of
time. He recruits the old fashion way and is never on a job board. Candidates love him.
Clients love him. Why am I not surprised of his induction into Pinnacle?"
The defining attribute of DefensePlacements is that we always strive to be the best we can be
while maintaining our core values. Andrew's induction into The Pinnacle Society further
cements our dedication to that work ethic and allows our clients and candidates to see proof
that they made the right choice and are working with an excellent company.
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